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EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION OF

A MONOCOQUE WING MODEL LOADED IN BENDING*

By E. Schapitz, H. Feller, and. H. K~ller

Bending tests with transverse loads and with pure
bending mere undertaken on a double.~e% monocoque wing
model in order to establisb, the re~.ation between the state
of stress and the results from the e].ementary bending the-
ory. The longitudinal stresses in the stiffeners were
measured with tensiometers and the shear stresses in the
sheet were calculated from them, The measurements were
made at both moderate loads ~~ith no buckles in the cover-
ing’ and also at loads with ~~hich the critical stress in
the individual panels was exceeded. For the comparison,
the wing skin was considered as stiffened sheet according
to the shear panel scheme. In this way the statically in-
determinate calculation was confirmed tiy the test results.

I. STATEUE17T OF TEE PROBLZM

The well-kno~,n type of aircraft construction in which
not only the shearing forces hut a].so the direct forces
resul;ing from lenciing are resisted “oy the stiffened sheet
covering is designated in a larger sense as the monocoque
type. (See fig. 1, reference 1.) Such a construction of-
fers advantages in respect to aerodynamic and weight con-
siderations as compared to spar wings with torque tubes.
T~e aerodynamic advantage consists in the fact that a wing
shell stiffened by members in the direction of the span is
generally stiffer in regard to huc]:ling than a torque tube,
which is stiffened only by a single auxiliary rib. There-
fore, in the case of monocoque wings there is less danger
that permanent buckles might occur in the covering and that
the drag might iilcrease (reference 2). The weight savings
are effective onlY if at least one side of the wing can be
built without Openings (for tanks, engine nacelles, and the
—-—________ __________ ._____——————

*llExperimentelle und rechnerische Untersuchung eines auf
Biequng belasteten Schalenfl&elmodells .’l Luftfahrt-
forschung, VO1. 15, no. 12, December 10, 1938, pp.
563-576.
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like) and if the quest icm”of fastening to the fuselage and
the connection’ %etween the “units, are solved satisfactorily*
In this case”it is especially important whether the wing
construction in the neighborhood of the fuselage must be
transformed into a spar construction. With shoulder cov-
ers and deep covers, for example, this can be given up and
one can attach the individual stiffeners at the connections
hy means of screws. If, h,owever, only a single strut is to
be.carried through the fuselage (for example, at the prin-
cipal span), then the uniformly distri”Lmted longitudinal
forcein the wing shell must be transmitted to this point.
The same problem arises as soon as the shell is interrupted
ly an opening.

For the investigation of the strength, one can resolve
the questions aristng in the, monocoque wing into a series
of individual problems. The influence of the single moment
introduced at the point of attachment can be represented
in such away that one superposes the states of stress ac-
cording tb the ordinary bending t’neory and a group of
forces in equilibrium (fig. 1). This equili-orium group de-
creases with iricreasins distance from the point of attach-
ment . Another individual problem is the increase of stress
in the stiffe~iers of a wing’ loaded by a transverse force
at an opening if the deformation of the same is not re-
strained (fig. lc). In these cases the longitudinal “stif-
feners in the interior are not active in the neighborhood

of the application of the load on account of the absence
of shear forces at the free edge; while, according to the
simpl~ theory of bending of %eam.s, they should show a higher
stress. than the stiffeners at the spars because of their
greater distance from the neutral axis. Figure lC shows a
third proylem; Because of the shear flow* the %Uilt-in
transverse cross section would warp out of its plane if it
were not restrained by t:he supporting forces. Through this
r~sistance to deformation, there occurs a group of normal
forces in equili”orium whose effect vanishes at the free
end. Similar disturbances arising from the restrained
warping of the cross section are present in the case where
the load is distributed along the length.

The tests on a monocoque wing model described in this
paper are a basis for the experimental determination of
the stress disturbances. The variation of the actual
.——._—— _________________________________________________

*The term ‘~shear flow!! litarally translated from “schub-
flfisse,tl appea,rs, to be used rather extensively in ‘the
German literature to denote shear stress times sheet
thickness.

. .. ..... ...... .. .,-, , , ,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,,
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stresses fr”o’m”those obtained by the. elementary theory of
bending -are..taken as a,.measure of the stress disturbance.
By introducing ’pure “~ending moment fro-rn””cotiples,the “stress

,.., .....

disturbances from the” application of co:lcentrated loads
were studied. By introducing concentrated loads at’webs
and “distributed loads over the length of the shell, the
effect of the restrained deformation of the cross section
was studied. The:measurements were therefore made at loads
before as well as after luckling. The shear stresses were
determined from the test results in a manner similar to
that carried out for a stiffened circular cylinder in an
earlier investigation (reference 3).

The individual problems studied can be treated theo-
retically also with the methods for the calculation of
.st:”{ticallyindeterminate systems by making sirnplifyin.g as-
sumptions. For the stiffened sheet, of which the monocoque
wing is made, the process of calculation is carried out in
a work by Ebner and K~ller (reference 4). In it the sheet
field is considered to resist shear only and the aOrmal
forces are considered cor~~entrated in the longitudinal and
transverse stiffeners. The strength of the skin is taken
into considerc..ti.onby the addj.tion of an effective width
to the cross section of the stiffener. In the case of
tests of a circul%r cylj.nder loaded at a single point (see
reference 3), it has b,>er.establisb-ed that t}ie calcula-
tions, according to this IIshear-fie].d theory,l! give a very
good agreement with the measured values for stiffened com-
plete shells (reference 5). The stress r,easurements pre-
sented herein can only serve to prove the applicability of
the shear-field theory to the calcz.llation Of stifTened
sheet . In section IV the proced-~ro of calculation is shown
and a comparison between the calcl~lated and measured stress-
es is made.

. II. TEST SPECIMEN> TEST PROCEDUF.JJ, AND LoADING CONDITIONS

The test specimen, which is described briefly in an
article by H. Ebner (see reference 1, pp. 185-186*) repre-
sents the interior section of a double-web monocoque wing.
Its stntical tension side (under side) is, in the case of
this first model, concentrated into two heavy chords on the
webs (fig. 2). The model represents therefore ‘a trough,
whose open side is turned upward because of the greater
——____________ _______ __________ _

*The model and the arrangements for loading and supporting
were built by Dr. Ing. Lficker.
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convenience in the work. While testing, the model is
therefore reversed from the position in the actual wing
(compressive side down). The model , as an oPen trough,
facilitated the stress measurements appreciably; it is
used. in similar form also in the case of American investi-
gations (reference 6). The tension chords, consisting of
formed duralumin cheet, each of 15 c:12(~.3P5 sq. in-) cross
section, are attached with screms to the angles Of the

spars , in order that a tension Skill could le used in its
place later.

The compression side consists of a sheet covering 1.2
mm (0.0186 in.) in thickness, with a radius of curvature
of 4,090 mm (157.5 in.). It is stj-ffened with closed hat-
shaped stiffeners spaced 149 w.m.(5.51 in. ). The clear
width of sheet between the rivet rows is 90 mm (3.54 in. ).
The center stiffener iS comnosed of two C-shaped SeCtiOIIS.

At the edges, the covering ~s Joined by two heavy angles
to the spar we%s. l?i~ure 3 shows the dimensions and cross-
sectional areas of thef~e longitudinal stiffeners. The av-
erage sheet thickness (total cross section without spar
angles , expressed in Uilits of arc length) of the compres-
sion side defined by the inner rows of rivets at the spar
angles 1 and 9, is 2.75 mm (0.C82 in.), thus the” cross sec-
tion is distributed 43.5 percent to.the skin and 56.5 per-
cent to the stiffeners.

The spar web is 3 mm (0.118 in.) thick and so propor-
tioned that tke spar can remain flat until failure in the
case of a-n ultimate load test with transverse bending
loads. In the region of the fixed end, the we% is provided
with longitu?.in,al stiffeners in order to increase the re-
sistance to buck].ing (reference 7).

The position of the centroid S of t’ne whole cross
section is inclicatsd in fi~ure 2. The hornent of inertia
of the cro~s sectl~n referred to the transverse axis through
s is J = 24,300 cm4 (583.S in.4). !i’h.edistance z of
the centroid of tlie stiffener Sg frofl.the trailsverse

axis througl~ S (see fig. 13) is given in talle I.

As transverse stiffeners, there ?.re cross frames
spaced e. distance of 500 mm (14.69 in.). n~he C?70Ss-fraIIle
chords consist of hat-shaped sections of 1.5 cma (0.235
Sq. in.) cro:s sectioa; the POS::: and c?.iagonals are C-
shaped sect;ons of 2.3 cma ([),,50’7Sq.
(0.124 sq. in.), respecij.velya

in.) and 0.8 cm2
The transverse frames are

attached by special an~:les at the spar stiffeners. At the
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spars they are riveted. so that their posts together with
the web stiffen,eg ly$nq:,on the outside, stiffen the web
sheet . The desi.gnatiofi of-”t’be-iipa”ce’sand thetransverse
Joints is shown in fi.gur~ 2.

,,

TABLE I. Distances, z, of the Centroids of the
Stiffeners, Sg, from the Trailsverse Axis
through the Ce,ntroid of the Section, S ~

:-i:q2:?’~:~:
Stiffener ill arid9

——_.__..__J—-:___ ____._______:_____ ________ __:__ ___:_-_.-_.:

a) Sg refers to the stiffener l~ith th,e strip of sheet
between the rivets.

l)) Sg refers to, the stiffener with a strip of sheet
equal to half the spacing on each side.

For supporting the ~lofle~,use is made of a frame (fig.
L) which is self-contained and can support bending loads
without the aid of a foundation. The spar chords and the
skin in the compression zone are attached through an an-
gle at the edge to a heavy steel plate. Wedges are used
to transfer the compressive force from the longitudinal
stiffeners to the steel plate. By this means, a uniform
learing of the stiffeners on the ,plate can “De o%tained.
(See fig. 5 for the attachment described. ) The compression
sheet is reinforced directly at the fastening by a fish-
plate in order to exclude as much as possible a failure di’-
rectly at the point of application of the load. The two
tension chords are carried as fishplates through the heavy
steel plate and fastened by means of turned bolts to a box
%eam arranged between the supports of the loading frame.

For the loading of the model, it is provided that at
each we% both & concentrated load at the free end and also
a smaller transverse load can be applied at each cross
frame . Further, ho~vever, pure bending moments in various
planes can ‘De introduced at the free end and, indeed, at
both webs and at the center of the model. For applying
the moments, use is made of a loading device (which has
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been described (reference 8) previously), w~lich consists
of a loading triangle and an attached rectangular link
(fig. 4). The tensile forces are transmitted to the con-
centrated tension chords by means of a transverse member
(see figs. 6C and 6d) while the compressive forces act
through a loading beam to the group of stiffeners. In the
case of applying the moments over the we%s, stiffeners 1
and 9 (fig. 6) are loaded and when moment is applied at
the center of the section, stiffeners 4, 5, and 6 are
loaded. l’i$ure 5 shows the a~sembly for applying load at
this”poiilt. l?or applying the distributed load at the cross
frames, the web is carried below the edge angle and is
equiyped ~ith rings; the load is provided %Y dead ~~eights.
The concentrated loads at the free ends of the webs are
applied by a screw jack which acts through a dynamometer
onto the web (fig. 4).

The arrangement of the measuring stations on the trans-
verse sections of t’he win% model and the stations on the
stiffeners is shown in figure 2. Huggenberger tensiome-
ters with a multiplication ratio of 1:1,100 were used as
measuring instruments. The ori~inal gage length of 20 mm
(0.787 iq. ) was increased in consideration of the small
strains to %e measured to 100 mm (3.94 in.) by means of
attachments. Since temperature changes, especially bY the
sun!s rays, have a .~reat influence on the measurements,
the temperature was controlled continuously 3Y a thermo-
stat . The greatest permissible temperature change during a
series of measurements amounted to ~0.5° C.

The tests related to the loadin~ conditions shown in
figure 6. The first case concerns the application of two
equal transverse loads at the free ends of the l~ebs with
free longitudinal distortion of the loaded cross sections.
In the second case, transverse loads whose total magnitude
equaled the load applied at the free ends in “the first
case, were ayplied at the intermediate transverse frames.
With this loading, the influence of the restraint to dis-
tortion at the fixed end, according to fi~ure lc, should
he studied. Since beyond the first load point there is an
unstressed fi’eld, there i’salso a restraint to distortion
of the cross section in the first panel (fig. 6’0). The
third case concerns the application of a couple at each
wel with free distortion of the cross section at the load-
ed end and uniform support at” the built-in end. (See fig.
6c.) In the last case (fig. 6Q) a single moment is applied
at the center of the wins with the same conditions of dis-
tortion as in the third case.

,.
...’
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III. TEST RESULTS AND THEIR EVALUATION
.. <., ..,,,..

1. The Stress Peaks in the ~our Zoad’ing Cas&s”b-efore”-
the Buckling of the Covering

The results of the strain measurements at the individ-
ual measuring Stations ~~~ereinterpreted into stresses with
an elastic modulus, U, equal to 740,000 kg per cms
(10,525,000 13. per sq. in.), which is an average value
fl*om various test specimens. Under the assumption of lin-
ear distribution of stress across the section of the stif-
fener, the stress at the centroid (O ) of each longitu-

idinal stiffener was determined from t @ values of stress
at the individual gage lines. These centroid.al stresses
are shown in figures 18, 21, and 23 for comparison tvith the
values calculated by the sjlear-field theory. In order to
give a clear picture of the test results, smooth curves
were drawn through the measured values which are shown in
perspective in the following figures.

a) Amnlication of a single lo~.d at the free ends of—-——...———_________ __..,,___________________________
the WR~~.- In figure 7 the centroidal stresses, (sL, of
the longitudinal stiffeners are plotted on the win:; span
(coordinate x) and the wing Ividth (coordinate y). The
distribution given by the elementary 3ending theory is
shown by the light lines; stresses increasing linearly
with x and decreasing with y from the center out to
the webs’ “oecause of the curvature of the skin coverin<.
The figure clearly ShOWS two variations in the courses of
the curves: At the free end (loaded end), the increment
of stress in the x-direction in the interior stiffeners
disappears while in the edge stiffeners at the web the in-
cremelit is greater than that according to the elementary
bending theory. At the fixed end, the stress peaks are
over the webs and a decrease in stress toward the middle
is to be noticed, so that the ~L c’~r~es in the transverse
direction are curved o~J~osite to those from the elementary
theory.

The variation at the free end arises from the fact
that there, because of a lack of edge stiffening, the shear
stresses in the skin must vanish. Since an Increase in
stress in a stiffener can result only by the occurrence of
shear forces in the wel or in the covering, then no increase
in stress at the free ends of the interior Ion<itudinal
stiffeners is possible. The middle of the wing, thereforb,
is only a little effective in the first panel. The varia-
tion at the fixed end is explainable, on the other hand,
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from a restraint to distortion of the cross section: %e-
cause of the transverse forces, the cross section Would

assume the distorted form indicated in the smaller sketch
of figure lc; since plane sections must reaain plane at
the built-in end, then there arises a group of forces
which are in equilibrium. They consist of additional com-
pressive forces at the lower spar chords and tensile
stresses in the middle. Their effect decreases in the
lon~itudinal direction so that at the rnicldleof the model
(about 1,500 mm (59.06 in. ) from the point of application
of the load) the stress distribution corresponds to the
elementary ben.din~ theory.

‘b) Loading of the webs . ________–––—–__.–_-.._._–___.–‘D.rload distributed over the

l~~~th gf ths__y$~g.- l?i+nre 8 shows the stress peaks cor-
responding to the case in which the transverse load is ap-
plied, not as a concentrated load at the free end but as
a uniform load distributed over the length of the wing.
The total transverse load is the same as in case a). The
stress distribution according to the elementary theory is
parabolic and the diagram is made UP of straight lines ‘De-
tween the cross frames; over the width of”the wing (D-
irection) there is an increase from the edges toward the
center as was expected previously. Also in this loading
case there are variations at both ends; at the unloaded
free end, tensile stresses arise in the spar chords on the
compression side and in the center the compressive stress-
es are higher than according to the elementary theory. At
the built-in end, stress peaks at the spar chords and a
decrease in the stress at the center aopear as in+. case a).

The variance at the built-in end results from the re-
straint to distortion of the cross section as in case a),
only the effect is relatively greater because the same
shear force and same secondary stress arising therefrom
stand in contrast to a smaller bending moment. Tho vari-
ance at the unloaded free end is opposite in direction to
the variance at the same place in case a) and is brought
a“Dout by the fact that beyond the last point of applica-
tion of the load, there ic an unloaded wing member which
restrains the distortion of the foremost cross section.
The accompanying internal state of stress is the same ex-
cept for magnitude and sign as at the tuilt-in end; com-
pressive stresses are produced in the middle of the wing
and tensile stresses at the webs.

c) Loading bv concentrated counles of lure lendix——L—-————————————--——L———..-——— —————————
moment.- Figure 9 shows the stress peaks for the case of——————
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pure bending if ~>ie moment is applied at the Zoaded end as
,-~~a couple. concentrated at the w“ehs. The elementary theory

would. give a constant stress o’v”{rthe length of ‘the-member.
~ variance enters in this case only at the points of appli-. .
cation of the forces since no ‘shear forces are transferred
and therefore the cross sections are free of shearing
stresses at a sufficient distance from the point of appli-
cation of the load. In consequence of this, the cross
sections, free to distort, remain plane.

At the loaded end, the compressive stresses are con-
centrated in the spars at the yoints of application of the
forces. The longitudinal stiffeners in the middle are
nearly free of stress and near the edge also no increase
of stress is shown since here the shear stresses vanish.
The equalization to the elementary, distribution of stress
occurs within four panels (between the cross frames). *

An accordingly similar process occurs if a couple is
applied at the middle of the wing (fig. 10). The cOm~re~-

sive forces were a~plied to the three middle ribs 4, i,
and 6 by the Ioadi-ng arrangement represented in figure 5.
The initial stress in ribs 4 and 6 is sonewhat smaller
than that in number 5 bec~.use of the flexibility of the
loading bar. The equalization to the elementary distri-~u-
tion in the case of ap~>lying the l’oariat such an unusually
weak spot occurs in about the same distance along the wing
as in the previous case Ivith the application of the moments
at the webs.

2. The Effect of Buckling cf the Skin
on the Curves of the Longitudinal Stresses

Since the pattern of the stress distrib~ztion must %e
calculated for the buckled as well as the unlmckled skin,
the previously described stress measurements were extend-
ed into the range of buckling. The upper limit of the
load range was therefore determined. from a consideration
of the strength of the stiffeners and the tendency to
buckle; permanent buckles ,in the skin were to be avoided
as much as possi%le because Of the succeeding measurements.
For the several loading,cases, the loads at which the buck-
les were first noticed were exceeded by the following
amount s :

Degree of
Load case excess

Transverse force at the free ends of the webs 2.25
Pure bending, mo?nent at the ends of the we%s 2.00

__xxxl?2E??S,_______________________ 1“90moment in the middle

*This loading case corresponds to that studied by Lovett and
Rodee. (See reference 6.) .
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In the case of the distributed, transverse load the
buckling region was not investigated.

The effect of the %uckles on the stress distrilmtion
consisted in a diminution both of the cor.pressive stiff-
ness (the effective width) and the shear stiffness of the
skin. This effect will be shown by means of the measure-
ments for the several loading cases. Thus the stresses
were reduced to a ‘oasis of ,aunit load in order to le able
to ma!ze a direct comparison. Further, for clear plotting,
the stresses were multiplied by the cross section of the
longitudinal stiffeners (stiffener plus the adjacent sheet
between the rcws of rivets); thereby the force Px we.s

obtained without consideration of the adjoining sheet panel.

‘iPhenthe wing supports a concentrated load at the
free end, the skin in the neighborhood of the built-in end
“ouckles because the moment increases over the length while
at the loaded end the sheet remains un”ouckled. Figure 11
shows the longitudinal stresses correspon.riing to the unit
load of 1,000 kg (2,204.62 lb.) at the free end, plotted
as a group of curves on the length of the wing. One ilO-
tices that the variation at the luilt-in, end is somewhat
more marked after “ouckling than before. This results, on
the one hand, from the decreased shear stiffness of the
skin which leads to greater distortion and to greater sec-
ondary stress; on the other hand, the smaller effective
‘width in the buckled state counteracts this effect and
leads in the case of equal forces to greater stresses in
the stiffeners. That all effects act together can le seen
from the fact that the longitudinal stresses in the stif-
feners in the central portion of the wing after buckling
are in part greater and in part smaller than before buck-
ling. .4n approximate mathematical representation of this
interdependence will be shown in section IV.

In the case of the loading with pure lending by cou-
ples in the planes of the webs, only the strips of cover-
ing directly against the chord angles of the spars buckled
in the limited load range. The effect on the vanishing
point was unimportant and not to “oe recognized in the scat-
ter of the data points. (See, for example, fig. 11.)
with the application of the couples on the three interior
stiffeners (4, 5, 6, fig. 12), a definite increase in the
stresses is apparent in the latter in comparison with the
state lefore ‘oucklinq (reduced to a unit load of 1,000 kg
on a lever,arm of 89 cm). This effect is clearly trace-
able to the decrease in the effective width in the cover-
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ing sheet; the load curves fo’r the remaining stiffeners
,.... remain unchanged since the %ucklin~ was limited to the

highly stressed sheet’ ifi t~e”regfon from stiffeners .4 to 6. “
Also in figure 12, the distribution of the data points fol-
low the faired. curves.

3. Shear Flow

a) Computations %ased on the measured longitudinal—..——_.—.__&_________ .___—- —.————— ...—.——.—
stresses.- The measured longitudinal stresses can he used-—-- ——
to determine the distribution of the shear stresses in the
load range before buckling. One o%tains, thus, an in-
sight into the shear lo~.ding of the, skin of the wing shell
in the neighborhood of the points of application of loads
and fixation. Furthermore , this evaluation is important
in making the comparison with the calculations according to
the shear-field scheme.

In this way, the stiffness uader axial loads of the
stiffeners and of the sheet covering are assumed concentrat-
ed in the longitudinal and transverse stiffeners; there-
fore, the shear stress with~n a panel of the skin is con-
stant and can change abruptly only at t}ie stiffeners and
the cross frames. If the transverse frames are not joined
directly to the covering, then one can consider either the
stiffness under axial load (thro~lgh the lateral bending
stiffness of the longitudinal stiffeners) divided uniform-
ly over the skin and thus o-otain a system with closely
spaced cross frames, or one concentrates the shear stiff-
ness of the adjacent half panel with the stiffness under
axial load of the cross frames into a single imaginary
frame joined to the skin. In the first case, the shear
flow t=s changes steadily in each longitudinal strip
and only at the stiffeners do abrupt changes occur; in
the second case, the shear flow likewise changes abruptly-
at the separate cross frames and is constant within the
panel. The comparison With the shear flow o’btained in the
tests shows then to what extent these calculated average
values of shear flow approximate the actual distribution.

Since the ”longitudinal stresses in the skin were meas-
ured only at the changes in the section, it is necessary
to make an assumption of the distribution of the longitu-
dinal stresses over the cross section of the sheet in or-
der to make a complete computation of the shear flow. It
is approximate to try a variation within a single panel
that is linear between the stresses measured at the edges
of the panel. A comparison of the external bending moment
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with the resisting moment calculated from the measured
stresses sho;~s that this assumption of the effectiveness
of the full width of sheet between two longitudinal stif-
feners i.n the load range %“efore buckling leads .to small
differences from the state of equili%riurn. Ta,ble II shows
the distribution of the resisting moment for section VI13
(near the application of the forces) which lies in ths re-
gion of greatest variation of stress. The moments of the
stresses in the skin were calculated according to the ,alove
as~umption concerning the lon?;itudinal stresses. .It shows
a satisfactory aqreement Ijetween the external and resist-
ing moments.

TA13LX II., Comparison of the External Bending Moment
with the Resisting Moment from the Longitudinal Stresses

fieasured at Section VIP
——-—- ——.——-————

Moment
of ,the

Loading longi-
case tudinal

I

forces,
Px

mkg-——.— ———__

Couples!
at thel
webs 2,225

Couple ‘
at the
middle

1

2,084

——- —— —.——_—

-———__.._.

Moment
of each

stiffener

mk.g

21

25

--———_——
Moment in mkg times 86.81

.-—————T–—––-–r---”––———

LYoment
of the
web

rnkg

———_-

287

Moment
of the
skin

“mkg

.,——————

1’76

I
126 i 411

1————— ———..——.

sun of
internal
morncnts

mkg

2,709

2,646

.—...———--

.———————-

~~te~nal
moment

mkg

.———--———-

2,714

2,714

.———————

equals moment in inch-:gounds.

For the determination of the shear flow from the cen-
troidal stresses, aL , the longitudinal forces, Px, in

the stiffeners (stiffener plus the adjacent strip of sheet
‘between the rivet rows) were determined and were jofned by
a faired curve over the len<th of the winq. The relation

d I?-<———---= i?~~ = tr - tit
dx

(1)

o,btained from! the condition of equilibrium of an element
of the member exists between the changes in the longitudi-
nal force, Fx, in a stiffener across the width of the
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wing (coordinate x) and the shear flow, t~ and tr (coil-

cerning the designations, see fig. ,,lq,),..%q~he panels ad-
jacent to the stiffener. By graphical differentiation of
the faired PX curve, one obtains by means of equation
(1) the difference in the shear flow in the adjacent pan-,
els at each cross section and, at each longitudinal stiffen-
er. The plane of symmetry of the model through stiffener
5 is also a plane of symmetry for the longitudinal stress-
es iu all tho lo.qdi~g cases. The shear stresses must there-
fore always be antisy,mmetric with respect to it. One ob-
tains therefore by means
Px

of equation (1) from one-half the
curve for the middle stiffener, 5, the amount of the

shear flow which occurs on each side of the longitudinal
stiffener. If the four panels in one-half of the shell
are designated 1, 2, 3, amd 4, the edges with the indices
t and r in the direction of the stiffener numbering
(fig. 13) and the shear f].ow at the lower edges of the webs
with tsu, then it follows from (1) that

P’x5 = 2t*r ‘1
I

l?’ tx4 = 3,r - t4~ I
Pix3 = t2r

}
-t3z ● * “ “ “ “ ● “ “ “ “(2)

The distribution Of shear flow in the sheet panels
and v:ith it the relation between t4r and ‘4tY ‘3r and

t3~$ etc. , are found by the integration of the equation

of equilibrium of the elements of the skin

whereat a line:~r variation over the panel width, b, be-
tween the edge values of OX1 and ax r is assumed for
therefore

o-x9

ox = Oxz -1-(Oxr - axl) ; (3)

(Y in each panel is measured from the left. )

II IIlm -.,,-.....
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From this it follows by differentiation ,with respect
to x

a? aox duxz
(
doxr doxt Y

=-- ---= .“-— - . --— . -.—
:; ax dx dx ) %dx

and %y integration with respect to y ,

do-xt ~r {d~xr
)

d(sx~ ya
T (X,y) = T(x,6) . ————

‘{dx ‘-~
———

2%,.
(4)

dx ‘

The shear stress is therefore parabolic over the cross SeC-
tion in each panel. The difference in the shear flow be-
tween the edges 1 and r of a panel is

_tISfdaxr doxt \
tr-t~=-–~ -––-+—–\ &x dx ) (5) “

The terms ~~~~
dax~

and -..—- for the individual panels are
. d.x

obtained from the measured stresses in the skin at the
stiffeners which are joined %y a faired curve and then the
derivatives are determined graphically at the sections
studied. Nom if a summation is made, from the middle out
to the, qdge, at,a certain cross section, of the differences
in shear flo:~ calculated according to (2) and (5), a curve
for the variation in the shear flow is obtained for the
cross section under consideration. It consists of parabolic
segments over the free widt’h of the shee~ acccrding to equa-
tion (4); at each stiffener t:here is a discontinuity accord-
ing to (2). If the skin stresses on both sides of the stif-
fener agree, then the adjacent parabolic segments have the
same slope. The discontinuity at tke stiffener can then be
divided into two sepe.rate discontinuities of equal .ma’gni-”
tude at the rows of rivets,, whereat the shear flow in the
striy of skin under the stiffener varies as a straight line
in the direction of the ends of the tan+$ents of the ad-
jacent parabolic segments. (See figs. 14 to 17.)

If Tx~ is the force in the tensioi~ chord (fig. 2),

then the shear flow, tso, at the upper edge of the web

is, computed from

dPxZ
tso = - —ti;– (2a)

l?or the web (height, h, between the centroids of the
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chords) , equation (5.) c.mn be reWritten in the following
... manner: . . . ,.

,.,,...

‘sS ~~ dPxl
1“-dP ; ]

t~o - tsu = --- ~F1- ~~- + -- –-=
Fz dx _i

(5a)

in which Ss is thickness of web

F~ , cross-sectional area of the lower chord
angle

~z, cross-sectional area of the tension chord

The relation (5a) can serve as a. check since the evalua-
tion of the shear flow, %/ o%tained. %y means of (2)

and (4) through the summation on the compressive side must
lead to the same result as obtained according to (Pa) and
(5a) for the tension side.

b) The shear flow in the loading cases studied.- The———— _____________ .___,__._._..__
shear flow in the loading cases stl~died was determined
according to this Process of calculation for the sections
where stresses were measured. The results are shown in
figures 14 to 16; the absolute amounts of the shear flow
(for the measuring stations shown) are plotted over the
half cross section. The check described for tsu is car-

ried out in ,all cases; the maximum variation is 8 percent,
w’nich is traceable to the ar’~itrariness in t’ne choice of
the adjusted curve through t}le scattered data points and to
the errors in the graphical differentiation.

Of the four loadin~ cases studied: bending with trans-
verse forces (with concentrated loads at the free end and
with loads distributed over the length) and pure %endint~
(with forces applied at the webs and forces applied in the
middle) - the last two cases differed from the first two
in such a way that the elementary stress distribution $$ave
no shear flow; therefore, shear stresses are traceable only
to the distortions resulting from the application of con-
centrated loads. The two cases of “oending with transverse
forces are different , in that in tb.e case of the concen-
trated load at the free end the total s-hear force to the
absorbed over the width x remains constant while for the
distributed load it increases toward the luilt-in end.
The localized stresses at the points of fixation and at the
application of the loads produce a distortion of the dis-
tribution of the shear flow.

■ l 111 —.
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In the case of bending with concentrated loads at the
free end (fig. 14), the total shear flow in the web is
concentrated, at first, behind the point of application of
the load because the longitudinal stiffeners (except 1 and
9) are not active. After that, the shear flow in field 71
rises very rapidly because this field must transfer the
total shear for the stress increments in the interior stif-
feners. ‘iViththe approach of the longitudinal stresses
to the linear variation, the shear flow decreases over the
whole width. The distortion at the fixed end causes a
strong decrease in the shears over the wkole width of the
wing (see left side of fig. 14) because the buckling stress-
es unload the inner panels and stiffeilers so that the in-
creases in the forces and the accompanying differences in
shear flow from field to field are sm.al.ler.

In the case of bendinq with distributed load (fig. 15)
the increasing transverse force corresponding to the shear
increases from the free end to the fixed end until the dis-
tortion resulting from the ?Iuckling forces at the fixed end
again c~.use a decrease which is more noticeable in the in-
terior panels than in those near the webs. The increase in
the normal stresses in these panels is (see fig’. 8) notice-
ably greater than. in the interior panels. The reverse
clhanges in tb.e shear curves for cross sections Ia and
1~ at the bllilt-in end are caused by the fact that the in-
dividual bending of the lon~itudinal stiffeners at these
points unloaded the backs of the stiffeners and the sheet
stresses increased accordingly.

In the case of pure bending with the forces applied
at the Webs (fig, 16), the shear reduces to zero with ap-

yroach to the built-in end; it fades out steadily at all
sections from the web toward the center. In the case of
the application of the load at the center (fig. 17), the
shear attains its greatest value in the foremost cross sec-
tion in the panels which are directly outside the loaded
stiffeners, 4 and 6. .it a greater distance from the points
of application of the load, these maxima flatten out and
the shear flow vanishes at the built-in end.
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IV. CALCULATION OF THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO

,. ,,. . ,,,,.
“TH~” SHEA-R--~IELD-Concept- -- ,

1. Basis of the Statically Indeterminate Calculation

The stress distribution for the loading cases studied
experimentally will be determined mathematically with the
assumption, that the skin resists only shear a,s in \:he pro-
cedure developed in an earlier work by Ebner and Koll.er
(reference 4). This work is referred to later by the ab-
breviation E-K.

The longitudinal forces in the stiffeners and the ad-
jacent strips of sheet fire considered concentrated at the
centroids of the stiffeners;* the stiffness of the skin
under axial loads is considered as an increase in the stiff-
ness of the stiffener. Let it be ~<s~umed that the covering
is not buckled at first. Then one.-half the sheet panel on
each side of the intermediate stiffeners is to he added.
The web sheets are also regarded as being purely shear re-
sistant with a height h = so cm (11.81 in.), and a thick-
ness of Ss = 0.3 cm (0.1.18 in.). In order to obtain the

same stresses in the stiffeners at the webs of the ideal-
ized system as in the actual model, it is necossa y
to that stiffener”~rea an effective web area of

~ hto add
Ss =

1.5 c!!12(0.233 sq. in.). Under these assumptions, one ob-
tains, with the dimensions from figures 2 and 3, the fol-
lowing effective stiffener areas:

I?l = Fg = 7.4 crn2 (1.147 sq. in.)

F2 = F3 = F4 = l?~ x I?7 = Fe = 3.8 cma (0.589 sq. in.)

F5 = 5.0 cm2 (0.775 sq. in.)

F10 = Fll = 20.9 cma (3.2.40 sq. in.)

The simplified system of stiffeners with these cross-
sectional areas, whic:h are joined only by a shear resist-
ant sheet , occupies the same centroids as the actual model
and their moments of inertia differ by only about 2 percent
from the actual values.

Let it be further assumed that the fixation of the
model occurs at cross frame a (see fig. 2) since the-—_______________ ___ ____
*These longitudinal forces differ therefore from the earli-
er values Px, which designated only the forces in the
stiffeners directly in contact with the skin.
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23.5 cm (9.25 in.) extension at the point of fixation is
reinforced by the angle along the edge and a strip of sheet
on tb-e compression side. The end frame a is. assum.tidas
ri.~id. llhe transverse stiffness of the compression sheet
is composed of the stiffness of the skin to axial load In
the transverse direction a.n.dthat of the chords of the
transverse frames, which are not joined directly to the
skin. It is assumed that the stiffness under axial load
of the cross frame serves only to equalize the forces re-
sulting fror, the curvature of the compression side and
therefore the full transverse stiffness of the covering is
effective in the shell. Yor the case of bending with trans-
verse forces, the norms,l forces iil the transverse direc-
tion aild the trai~s~~erse stif;’ncss of’ the skin are consid-
ered concentrated in the transverse stiffeners joined to
the skiil at the distance a = 50 cm (18.68 in.), with an
effective cross-sectional ar=a 3’s =50 x 0012 = 6.0 cm2
(0.930 sq. in.). In the case of pure bendin?, on the other
hand, I’S E = E 0.12 cm (E 0.0472 in.) is computed with

the distributed transverse stiffness because for this prob-
lem complete solutions of the equations of elasticity apply
in the limitins case of heavy frames.

The compressiori side of the wing model including the
spar chords represents, under these assumptions, a stif-
fened shell with nine stiffeners as they are treated in
reference 4. The average spacing of stiffeners, h, is
13.8 cm (5.43 in.); the skin thickness, s, D.12 cm (0.0472
in. ); a~d the value of G/’E is 0.385. Equation (16’) of
E-K then gives the following values:

(JJL . l.; WB . ‘0——.7— = 298.7; Ws.= ~3~ = 8,760
sG/E s

(6)

The ortnogocal characteristic force qroups ~ w~ of a

regular sh_ell with equ,al stiffeners ~are chosen- ~as static
red”u.ndnnts; the partial forces are taken from table I of
X-K for m = 9. They are <ivec i?. t,a’oleIII , also the
corresporiding ~w -~.a,luesfrom which the shearinq coeffic-
ients of the elastic equations can be evaluated. The
values of ~B and Ks are takeil from ta%le I of E-K and

multiplied by the corresponding values of w from (6); the
values of KL are determined exactly according to equation
(19) of E-K.
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because the attached. stiffeners are not all alike. In the
setting up of the elastic equations, therefore, besides
the cougling terms reiulting from the strains in the .cr.oss
fram+s, ther-e are also such terms, resulting from the lon-
gitudinal stiffeners which are also neglected; that is, the
values X of the redundant characteristic force grou,ps are
determined from independent 5-term equations. (See E-K,
example. ) On account of the curvature of the compression
side, bearing stresses ar~seat the webs as a result of the
characteristic force groups; as is brought out in. section
I’vof E-K. Since the curvature is small, its effect in
the loading cases with transverse bending forces is neg-
lected. With the introduction of couples, on the other
hand , they must be considered ‘oecause herewith the redun-
dant assume rather large values.

TA3LE 111

Partial Forces and Shear Coeff’icieilts of the
Statically Redundant Characteristic Force Groups

.————
Re-
d.un-
d.ant————

%k

32k

‘3k

‘4k
——___

-—_______________ ,________ ____ +.--y————————-T..——-.-,_

Partial forces ‘:W)
-———————--T.—— _____

I

,=1 anit 9!2 and 8
-0.940

+_____;GG.
..

.766 -.~~:q

-.500 1.090

.174 I -.500
I

-——.—.—___._._-l ______

With the carrying

- . . ..——_-_.JA——— -----

7 and 714 and 6-—..——.__._A_——————.——..
0,174 I 0.766

94!) I .174-.

-.500 I -.500

.766 ! -.940
-——————————. __

_. —————
I

KBwBi KS(.LJS

—— -1--.--.—--
2873 1936

813 109.6

448 17.52

346 4.34

——_—.———__—

out of the statically indeterminate
computations, a few designations are changed from those
used in the previous sections and also in comparison with
the work of E-K. The transverse frames and the correspond-
ing redundant are designated. with digits O, 1, 6
from the free end instead of with letters

.*.,
g’, f, .... a;

the index k indicates, generally, one of these frames.
(See fig. 2, num%ers in parentheses. ) The stiffener num-
bering begins at the spars with 1, 2, +. .; the sheet panel
between the stiffeners carries the num%er of the stiffener
on the left (fig. 13).

,! ,, ,,. ,.,—.,, ., ---- .—
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2. S~ress Distrilm.tion in the Case of
Trarisverse ’Be~ding.Forces .’ “’ ‘“

., ,.

Let the transverse ~tifi?ness of the compression side
be concentrated in the individual frames 0; 1, ‘“6,..*,
which are joined to the skin. Frames O to 5 have “the
same cross section I’s = 6.0 CE2 (0.930 sq. in.). (Frame
6 i s rigid..’) Since the extension at the free end, with a
length of 23’.5 cm (9.25 in.), is not closed- ~Y a frame,
then on the basis of the shear-field ilotion there can he
no longitudinal stress in the field Iet’reen the stiffen-
ers and with it no redundant at the frame O. At frames
1 to 6, characteristic forc~ groups %&k produce the ilec-

essary i-nternal state of stress ‘in the stiffened shell,
ivhose multiples x~~ are calculated from the independent

equations of elasticity. The coefficients of the equa-
tions of elasticity are obtained from the values of ~w
in table III, according to equation (17) of E-K, whereby
it is considered that the rigid frame 5 produces no con-
tribution, and the redundant ZU6 effective there applies

to the shear field only. It is then

aE 8kk 3 KSuJ~= 8KLwL + 2K~~B +7

4. Ksws
4

for

for

for

k = 1, 2, Z, 4

k = 2$ 3, 4, 5

k = 3, 4, 5,.6

The 8
-2

values multiplied l)y c = aE 10 are’ assembled
in ta%les IV to VII.

As a principal substitute system for the external
loading, the “i~eal beam’t whose state of stress is ob-
tained from the elementar~ theory of bending, .is taken as
a basis. The internal state of stress of the characteris-
tic force groups then gives the deviations from this sim-
ple distribution which arise from the restrained distor-
tion of the cross section at the %uilt-in end and at the
points of application of the loads.
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Loading case a c@&nt rat e.&_L~e<.&_~L_Lh.~_flK~Q_au.&:.————L—.._—
,— ,The,.transverse load, Q, half to each Web, acts at the

free end. The bending “rn”ometit”’a-tthe kt@ frame. amount s,,to

Mk = (ka -I-23.5 Cm) ~

Mk = (Isa + 9.25” in.) ~.

With the distances to the centers of gravity of the stiffen-
ers, ‘i, in table Ib, one oltains the distribution of
force according to the elementary theory

J;) =
i - (k a + 23.5 cm) ??&.& ~

Jo) = - (k a +- 9.25 in.) :$* ~
ik

and the correspondir.g shear flow, constant over the length,

etc.

For 6 = 1 k+% (2.205 lb.), the values of shear flow
multiplied by J are qiven in table VIII. Since these
shear flows are constant in the lon~itudi-nal direction, they
load only the two end f a es, O and 6. Table VIII gives the
values of the forces Q~”~ multiplied by J/boi for frfime O

at the ith stiffener resulting from ~=lkg
(
2 205 lb.),

which are obtained %y summing up the values J ti~) from the

edges. The corresponding ValUes resulting from, the redun-
dant are also summarized in ta~le viii, (See section III
of E-K.)

In this principal substitute system, the longitudinal. .
forces .&# make no contri-oution to the loading terms in

tbe equations of elasticity because they are determined
under the. assumption that ,plane sections remain plane, so
that throu+h them there a“rises no “distortion of the cross
sectio,ns and therel?ith nO ~,dditional work %y the forces of
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the static redundant. * From the shear flow which is con-
stant over’ the length there enters a loading” factor differ-
ent from zero only for the redundant &6 at the built-in

frame :

Since frame 6 is rigid, then only the end frame (0) yields

loading factors and, indeed, only for the redundant ~~1

2..
aE

?)3———
61?sJ

Q(o) (4&
02 \

-1- JI-L)’.
–k3 ,“

If one inserts the numeritc~.1 v?.lues of the dimensions as
given previously and uses ta%le V<I1, then the loading
terms (multiplied by C = a E 10 ‘=) co~tained in tables
IV to VII inclusive, are obtained for Q = 1 kg (2.205 lb.).’

The solution of the 5-term equations is carried out
according to a usa%le system and the results are given in
table IX. One recognizes from the equations of e~a~ticitY
that the transverse stiffness is of importance only for the
characteristic force group Xlks and further, that these

redundant are appreciably greater than the other groups.
In this way, the disregarded coupling with the force groups
of higher order is small and is nonessential for the final
force distribution.

By superposition of the values for tlhe redund.nnts from
table IX, one obtains the force-------------------------------------------------------------

*Because cf the curvature of the sheet, the summations
~\o) ~$v).

‘E~.————...-—_—were not equal to zero. If one considers,
i=l
however, ~he effect of the supporting forces, the charac-
teristic force groups in the curved sheet occur in the at-
tached spars (see section IV of E-K), so the ”contri%ution
of this work vanishes.
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and, by division %y the effective cross section of the
stiffener, one o%tai’ns the centroidal stresses in the stif-
feners at the cross ‘frames. ,In figure 18, these stresses
are pl~tted along’ the length of each stiffener for the
load Q= 1,700 kg (3,749 lb.). According to the idealized
model with the cross frames attached to the skin, they must
be joined by straight lines. Since the actual frames are
not ‘1.ocated in the skin, then the shear in each lonq,itu-
dinal strip changes regularly and the values of the stress-
es at the frames are therefore to le adjusted by a smooth
curve . For comparison, the centroidal stresses determined
from the measurements are plotted in figure 18. It can be
seen that the distortion of the elementary stress distri-
bution is well represented by the statically indeterminate
calculations.

The distribution of shear flow follows hy superposi-
tion from table VIII, and the values for the redundant:

The stepped curves for tile shear flow in the indivi~ual
longitudinal strips calculated in this manner for Q=
1,’700kg (3,’749 lb.), are adjusted 3J’ the continuous
curves with the same integral value and therefrom the val-
ues of shear flow are obtained for the various sections
where measurements were made. They are shown in figure 14.
Because the longitudiile,l stiffness of the skin is concen-
trated in the stiffeners, the shear flow in the transverse
direction remains constant within a panel. By comparison
with the shear flows which were obtained from the measure-
ments , one sees that these constant shear flows, in gen-
eral , show the same distribution. Since the determination
of the shear flow from the measured values is subject to
inaccuracies because of the sc,%tter, so the deviations
are much greater than in the case Of the comparison of the
measured and,calculmted longitudinal stresses.

From the preceding calculations, an estimate can be
made of the effect of the buckling of the skin at the
fixed end on the stress distribution. The loading terms
at the fixed end increase With a decrease in. the shear ~
stiffness SG ; the coefficients in the equation, however,
do not increase in the same rate because in the contribu-

.. .
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tion from the stiffeners and frames the smaller effective
widths of skin cannot work out so rapidly. Consequently ,
the ~alues of the redun.dants become larger - t~lat is, the
distortion of the elementti.ry distribution must be more
marked at the fixed end after the buckling of t~.e skin, as
is confirmed in figure 11 ly the measurements.

Loadin< case .,.‘JLdistri”mted tr~~~EZ&zEE—.~~Q~—Q~—lh@
wels : At the——-. transverse frames 1, 2, .3, 4., and 5, a trans-
verse load q is applied, half to each spar. The bending
moment at the kth fraae amounts to

M Q=-Q-A q~=a
2

~’ne shear floW in the thk transverse strip, accord-
ing to the elementary bendin< theory, fo-d q = 1 kg
amounts to

etc.

These differ from the former values in loading case a)
only by the factor l/a (]ik - M&l). For the redl~ndants

at each intermediate fra;me, loading terms arise from the
shear in the sheet and frames, which can be comlined with
the former values on the basis of relations between the
shear flows. If we designate the former values with the
index X, then we ol)tain (for q = 1 kg) a contribution
from the shear in the sheet.

and after introducing the above expressions for Mk:
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6( B),= - (660)E for- k =1, 2, 3, 4,’5”
ko... .,.,,, ,.,. ..,,=,,.. -,.,.., ,,

&B)
-,, ,.,..,,

60 =-1- 5 (~~o.)E .
. .

For the contribution from the cross frames, one finds,
corre~pcndingly :“

This value differs for k =’2, 3, “4;” in comparison, it is

The loading terms. so determined and the corresponding so-
lutions of the equations of ela&ticity’ for “q =.1 kg are
contaiged in tables IV to VII and IX. l’or the load ‘ q =
340 k’q (750 lb.),’ the final stiffener stresses calculated
by superposition are plotted in figure’ 18 and are compared
with the average’ values from the measured stre”sses. The “
distribution of shear flow, determined as in the loading
case a) is shown in figure 15. Also in this loading
case, t’b.eresults of t:le statical indeterminate calcula-
tions are satisfied by the measurements: The variations
at the “~uilt+in end rest partly oil t’he variations in the
measured stresses and partly on the neglected coupling of
the redundant in the statically indeterminate calculations.

3. Stress Distribution in the Case of
Pure Bending Moment Iiltroduced by Couples

,, The departures from the elementary stress distribu-
tion in these loading cases (figs. 6C and 6d,) arise through
the ,introduction of concentrated forces in the ‘stiffened
sheet ,of the compression side. At the.point of application
of the” lo.ad, thedepar.ture is recognized:as the difference
between the actual and the ,elementary distribution of forces.
This equilibrium group can he reu.cive& into groups of the
form of the orthogonal redundant which &ave$ as a result,
independent of one another, a decreasing curve of the cor-
responding redundant in the interior of the she~~. The de-
crease can be calculated for each redundant according to
equations solved in section 111,3 of E-K. Therein, if the
transverse stiffness is assumed uniformly distributed (lim-
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itinq case of cross frames spaced infinitesimal distances
apai-t), one ol)tains a continuous curve of characteristic
force groups dependent on the longitudinal coordinate x
(calculated, out from the loaded cross section).

Next , the curve of the redundant is calculated if the

equilibrium groups .rl, r25 r3j r4 from the components of

the characteristic force groups _Qk (see~lk’ 42k ‘ x
‘Sk’

table 111) act at the free end (x = o). For the charac-
teristic force group &

KL
‘L = ~~ = 0.2238; l@5 =0. 2 Ksus = 4.84 X 106

therefore, according to equations (28!) and (29’) Of E-K:

‘iPiththis one obtains, according to equations (271) and (29!)
of E-K, the curve of the redundant for the application of
the equilibrium group J71 at the end cross section:

Xl(x)=e ‘0”0320x(cosh 0.0128 x + 2.50 sinh 0.0128 x) (7)

in t-he case of frames elastic in the transverse direction.

Xl(x)=e -O. osaox(cosh 0.0128 ~ + 1.45 sinh 0.~128 x) (71)

in tb.e case of a rigid frame at O and elastic interinediate
frames ,

XL(x)=e ‘0.01766X (7” )

in the case of rigid frames. The curve of the characteris-
tic force group of higher order can be computed under the
assumption of rigid frames. (See E-K, example no. 1).
Thus one obtains:
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-,,.

,.

. . .

X2 (x) = e-0” 0346x
X3 (“x)--=-e- 0.0486X

1

* ● A“ .’,-. . .. . . (8)

X4 (x) = e- 0*0567x J
The curves for this characteristic force group according
to these formulas are plotted against the shell length in
figure 19. The values become negligibly small at the
built-in end of the shell (x = 323.5 cm (127.3 in.), so
that the above equations valid for infinitely long shells
can be used.

Loading case c counles annlied to the syars:——-——__.L——— ________________________ ___ I’igure
20 shows the forces introduced in the chords of t,he spars
for a load less than that producing buckling. The total
bending moment introduced amounts t
(235,500 in.-lbO)O The forces ip(o~ ‘f13=2,714mkg

of the elementary
distribution are o-otained from

with the values of zi from table I,b and J = 24,300 cm4
(584 in.4). The equili’orium gro-op, which represents the
difference between the two distributions, is resolved into

a.n equilibrium group r, whose longitudinal forces in the
stiffeners of the com;oression side form within itself an
equilibrium system, and small additional moments in the
chords of the spars which are in equilibrium with the su-
perimposed forces of the curved compression side. (See
fig. 13 of E-K.)

~(o)) are resolved intor (with the partial forces i

the equilibrium grouPs rl. tO r~ from the ,partial forces
~(w)
i of the characteristic force groups 21W:

r= c1 rl + C2 ~a + C3 r3 + C4 r
4 .(9)

The development coeffic~ent CW is’ ottained regarding the
orthogonal.ity relation ~

; @ $)
i=l i

=0
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for w # v according to equation (26) of E-K
,.., ,

9

<.
z P[~) P(w) as)i.—1 2

1 -(0) JIJ); E’i iCW= Z= i=l

After inserting the numerical values from figure 20 and
table III, it is found that

c1 = + 1,528; C2 = - 1,103; C3 = + 800; CA = - 207

Let it be assumed that 12 exerts the principal. ef-
fects of the equilibrium group; tbe additional moments
from the curvature of the shell fade away over the length
of the shell approximately as the characteristic force
group of the first order. Theredundants resulting from
r are obtained by multiplication of the values in figure
19 with the corresponding constant CM. For Xl, the val-

ues from (7) (elastic transverse frames) are to be us~d

leca.use at the free edge of the loaded side no transverse
stiffness of the compression skin is presei~t. If one su-
perposes now the elementary distribution of the l-ongitudi-
nal forces resultin~ from these redund.antis, then the final
distribution of forces is obtained, and from this the cor-
responding stress relations which are shown in figure 21.

The comparison With the test results 9iVes a good
.agre.ement fo; stiffeners 3 to 7. In stiffeners 2 and 8
the measured stress in the first panel is not as hiqh as
obtained hy computation. The stresses in the chords of
the spars fade away correspondingly more slowly. These
variations rest for the most part on the coupling of the
redundant by the nonuniform cross sections of the stif-
feners, “oecause the characteristic force groups used are
ort’noqonal only with equal stiffeners. If one sets up the

orthogonal characteristic force groups belonging to the
actual cross sections of t;he stiffeners of’ the model acc-
ording to the Reneral procedure outlined in section
111,2 of E-K, and carries through the computations , then
one obtains the stress curves shown as dot-dash lines in
figure 21, which show good agreement with tk.e measured
values.

For the calculation of the shear flow at the. cross
sections -where measurements were made, one first determines
the values
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dPi ( 1) ~’ , +’. P(::)-—. .x t + .@ ~ ! +py).q
,. ~x ..,= ,Pi . ......+..... .,! , a’ ., . . .3, ., ,,, ,,,, ,,

at these places whereat one’ obtains the derivative ,X~!

%y differentiation of ‘(7) and (8)”and multi plicat,i:o.n’tiith
the corresponding constant C,L. .Then ‘, :. ... .

1 dP4
t4 (x) = — —---

2 dx .

1 dP4
t3 (x) = ~ -&-- +;:–

etc.

The results of the nunerical calculations are plot-
ted in fi<ure 16. One ohtai-ns essentially the same dis-
tribution of shear as given %y ,the measured. values, to be
sure , with. greater variation’s as in the loading cases with
transverse bending forces.

Loadi.gg case d counles atinlied at the miidle of the——————L—.- ....—.-___._--.._......-__--—.._,___-._——_,___——_—
wing : The couple had the same moment-—— M = 2,714 mkg
(235,500 in. -lb.) as in the previous loading case; there-
fore; it gives the same elementary distribution of fo,rces.
The compressive force of 7,059 kg (15,545 lb. ) is applie’d
thr,ough the attachment in fi:;ure 5 to stiffeners 4, 5, and
63 whereat tlhe distri-~ution to tb.e individual stiffeners
depends on the flexibility of the attachment. In order to
avoid the cletermination Of this distribution from a stat-
ically indeterminant calculation, it was assumed as corre-
sponding to the results of the neasured stresses in cross
section VII al. (See fig. 2.) One therefore obta+ns tho
forces given in figure 22 c,t stiffeners 4, 5, and 6.

The method of calculation”is exactly the same as for
.the.gre.cehing loadinq c,ase. As “development coefficients
of the equilibrium group r, one obtains the values :

For the fading out of, Xl, equation (’71) (rigid end frame)
is chosen because an appreciabl-e stiffenin~” in the trans-
verse direction is produced by the attachment ‘at the ,cen-
ter. The additional moment in the spars. ‘“resulting from
the curvature of the sheet $hov-ld decrease’ as the force
group xl in the longitudinal direction.

—
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Figure 23 contains the results of the numerical calcu-
lation for the stresses in the individual longitudinal
stiffeners. Also here there is good agreement with the
measured values. The corresponding distribution of shear
flow is shown in figure 1’7; the stepped curve of the calcu-
lated shear flow over the cross section furnishes thereby
useful average values for the shear loading of the individ-
ual stiffeners.

V. SUMMARY

B~y means of strain mee,surements in a hollow wing model,
the longitudinal stresses in the compression. side resulting
from loadings with transverse loads and pure lending were
determined and plotted in perspective in the form of stress

peaks on the outline. It was found that the calculations
of such a framework accordtng the elementary lending theo-
ry which neglects t’ne effects of shear strains, may result
in only a first approximation.

Through the shear deformations of the effective width
of skin covering, distortions of the cross section arise
Iyith bending nroduced by transverse loads whose restraint..

“ at the built-in end had as a result an unloading of the in-
terior longitudinal stiffeners and a correspondingly higher
loading of the chords of tile spars. In the practically im-
portant cases of distri”outed load over the lenqt.h of the
r~ember, these superposed stresses can amount to more than
30 percent of the elementary stress distribution. small
differences occur also at the yoints of application of the
transverse loads.

In the case of loading through pure bending by means
of couples, concentrated forces.were introduced into the
shell construction as they occur practically at the points
of attachment of the shell wings. Also in this case,’ the
elementary stress distribution was distorted by secondary
stresses. In the model studied, these distortions of stress
extended in the longitudinal direction from the point of
application of the lo::d for a distailce of about 1.5 times
the width of the shell.

llxceeding the buckling limit of’ the skin covering
changed the stress distribution in the longitudinal stif-
feners only sli<htly. In the case of bending under transv-
erse loads, the distortion of the stress at the built-in
end increased somewhat as a result of the decreased shear
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stiffness of the skin. In general, the stresses iil the
,., .longitudinal stiffeners increased because of the decreased..

effectiveness o-f {’he-S”kih-with”respect to longitudinal
forces. .,

From the lonqitud.inal stresses meas~zredfbefore %uck-
ling, the distribution of the shear flow was calctilated
in order to obtain a picture of the shear loading in the
skin introduced by that kind Of stress distortion.

The loading cases studied were treated theoretically;
also , under the assumption that the skin between longitu-
dinal and transverse stiffeners resisted only shear. The
carrying out of the statically indeterminant calculations
was d~ne according to the Nrocedure established by E%ner
and Keller in an earlier work (Luftfahrtforschung , vol. 15,
1938, ~>. 527-542). The values of stress determined math-
ematically have good agreement with the measured values so
that the ‘[shear field theoryll represents s.usable idealiza-
tion for the calculation of that kind of stiffened shell
construction.

Translation by Marshall Holt,
Aluminum Research Laboratories,
Aluminum Company of America.
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.48
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x5..2
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.48
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TABLE IV

Elasticity “for the Redundant ~lk

x1.3
—————
0.48

-4.44

10.14

-4.44

,48

——.___,

%41 X1. s
.—— —

0.48

-4.44

10.14

-4.44

.48

0.48

-4.44

9.66

-3.48

-————.

x 1.6

.——— —-

0.48

-3.48

‘4011
-—_——.

-- ———-— ——-———
Loading

[

Loading
case a) case %)

(1)
c~ko I C6$$

——-.—..—— ________
-0.155 0.963

0 .808

0 .808

0 i .808

0

[

.963

-.808 -4.195
—-.————.-— ————————

Equations of Elasticity for the Redundant ~2k-—————

x 2.1
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3.409

-.518

.027
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————-
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case a)
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o

0

0

0
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-——————.
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(~)c5ko
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TABLE VI
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I
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TABLE VII
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T.4BLE VIII
. . . .

Shear F1OW and ForC~ ~ti Transverse Frames Resulting from
Bending Under Unit Transvei-se Load Q= 1 kg (2.2 13.)

at Free End (load case a )) and the Static Redundant

I Shear flow Forces in transverse frames

1 ~; ‘
i— (0)! (1)1 (2)lat(3) [at(4)7oT-

I I

(1)

Jiik ~ati~ ]ati~ ik ik 1~Qo,i+l R~,i+l

.—
1

t
-243.1 0.940 -0.756~0.5oo-0.174 243.1 0.940

2 -181.2 19440 -.266~-.5OO .3261 424.3 2.380

3 -114.7 ]1.266 .674~0 1

1

-● 44Q 539●O I3,646

4 -45.5 ● 500 .500 .500~ .5001 584.5 14.146

.—..———-l_——_ i———L—__L_–__L_.__.___—__—.

TABLE IX

(2.) I (3)

%,i+l ‘+,i+l

Static Redundn,nts Resulting from Bending
by Transverse Forces

k
(3..——___

‘lk
——— ______

1 0.0217

2 .0172

3 .0233

4 .0526

5 .1315

6 .3012

-0.’76610.500

-1.032 0

-.358 0

.1,=
● 500

–.-___i-––––

——

[

——____________________________

Loadinq case a)
Transverse load at the <ree

end of the web
= 1 kg
———______

‘Zk
_—_—____

-G.0082

-.0013

-.0002

-.0014

-.0145

-.1041

19
-.C.- lb.).——— .___—— _______

x7k x4~
“––––––+––––-––
0.0035 I-0.0010

.0000 ~ .-.0000

● 0000 I .0000
!

.0000 -.0000

“.0003 I .0005

I
.0495 i -.0105

,( 4)
%,i+l

-0.174

0152

-.288

.212

———— .——

———————..————————————————....-

Loading case h)
listribu.ted transverse load

_-J&_2-.

‘lk
————_A—.

-0.199

-.264

_.241

-.083

.343

1.301

km (2 9 lb.))-_—=—_- :———————.

X211
-———.-—.

0.066

.068

.068

.062

-.005

-.519

x3k
.——————

-0.028

-.025

-.025

-.025

-.027

.254

-———

‘4k
-———

0.006

.005

.005

.005

.006

-.054

—
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Loading of the compree-
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Test set up.

I?igure?.. Longitudinal 8tre8se8 Figure 8.. Longitudinal stresses
in the case of bendln& in the case of bending

with a concentrated transverse by uniformly distributed loads on
force at the ends of the webs the webs (Figure 6b, total trans-
(Figure 6a, total transverse load verse load ~S 1~ ~ [3760 lb.]),
force Q= 1700 @ [3760 lb.]).

.
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Stresses according to \ Stregsea ●ccording to

~ \ el+-ntary b-ding tbOq *#, $
lementary beading theory

Figure 9..-Longitudinal stresses in
the case of pure bending

by couples at the spar chords
(fime 6C, total moment hlB= 2714
X [235,500 in..lb.]).

e,Ad I Ikm I

Figure 10.- Longitudinal stresses in
the case of pure bending

by a couple at the middle of the
wing (Figure 6d, moment MB.2714 ~
[235,500 in.-lb.j).

Figure 12.. Effect of buckling of the skin on
the stre8s distribution in the caee

Wflu of bending by~a”-couple●t”the-middle of the wing.
Sec*i

4’
—.

t
-—.- .—._.

7m r +“-

.—.— .

Figure 11.. Effect of buckling
of the skin on the

tatres8distribution in the
cage of bending by transverse
loads at the free end~ of the Hgure 13.. Designation of the

webs. mane18 in the. skin.
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Figure 14.. Shear flow in the case of bending oy concentrated
free ends of the webs (total transverse load, ~=

[3760 lb.] haavy ourve: shear flow determined from the strain
ments. Light horizontal lines: calculated values.)

loads at
1700 kg
meataurew

Figure15.-Shear flow in the cese of bending by unifoxmly distributed
transverse loads on the webs. Total transverse load ~=1700 ~ [3760
lb.] heavy ourve: shear flow determined from the strain measurements.
Light horizontal lines: calculated values.

11 ,,,,, ,mm -,,, ,,m- --, .,.,-- ..-
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~@ro 16,-Shear flow in the case ofpum
ben~ingby couplesat ●par ch0rd8.

~otil@nd~HentMB.2?14~[235,~
im.-lb.] ~avy ourvo: shear @ow determined
from .traiaameas*nts. Lighthorizontal
lhes: odculated vQXue8

Load ca8e e Load case b

w
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“Jftdcha
------ According to elemeritarybending theory

Statically Indeterminate calculation
0 Averege8 of 8tress measurements referred

%0 f- centroida
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m
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I 1“ I

& 1 I
!fedcha.

YigWe 18.- Compar.
ison of

calculated and meaa-
ured longitudinal
8tresses in the case
of bending ~ trane-
veroe forcos. Load-
ing case a: Trans.
veroe loadQ=IW)O
@ [37~ lb.1 at the
free ends of the
webs. Loading case
b: l!ransversaload
q=~40~[7,@ lb.]
on tranovere* frames
b.c,d,e,azulf.
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I?o. 915 Figs. 17,19,20,22

Figure 19. - Decrease of the
equilibrium force

grcup8Fp introduced by the
distributed_forcesof the
redundant Xp.

bending by a couple at the
middle of the wing (moment MB = 2714 mkg
[235,500 in.-lb.l heavy curve: shear
flow determined from the strain measure.
ments. Light horizontal lines: calculat.
ed values).

Single Elementary
= distributed + Equilibrium

momenta
moment group

*,MW >- >&$$;KJ.-A<
.

Figure 20.- Componentsof the couplemintroducal
into the spar chord8 (total beading
W14 * [235,500 in.-lh.]).

single =
lilementa~
distributed + ‘q~libri~

moment8 moment group

w ;.- ;&.+

Figure 22.. Components of the couple ktroduoed
●t the middle of the wing (moment

MB = 2714 mkg [235,500 in..lb.]).
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(d) Calculated by means of orthogonal characteristic force groups for
sheets with equal stiffeners.

(~) Calculated by means of exact orthogonal characteristic force
groups of the model.

Figure 21.. Comparison of the calculated and measured longitudinal stresses
in the case of couples introduced in the spar chords.

Loading caae c: total moment MB = 2714m@ [235,500 in.-lb.]
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9fedcb 0

...-ticordiw to elementary bending
theory

—Statically indeterminate
calculation

. Averages of stress measurements
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\
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1, I

IEB+EH
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\Centralflange 5_
m ,0

~

w \,r !.“ I
i .Ij” ~;
.. I

J i i! I I
1

9ftdcb oreferred to flange centroids
~gure 23.. Comparison of calculated and measured longitudiml stresses

in the case of a couple introduced at the middle of the wing.
Loading case d: Moment% =2714X [235,500 in.-lb.]
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